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Winds of Change
In the US the people have spoken through the ballot.
We want change. We want our troops home, no more
war in Iraq! We want real action to bring about an end
to global warming/climate crisis! We will no longer
accept being the nation that pays more for health care
than any other industrialized nation while not providing
health care for all! We want a government that focuses
on the needs of people and the environment instead of
from corporate globalization.
Recent elections in Bolivia, Chile, Nicaragua, Ecuador
and Venezuela have proven that despite millions of
dollars funneled through US AID and the Endowment
for Democracy, the US government can't always ensure
the candidates they support will be elected in these
countries.
There are many reasons why this is so. Many voters
resent the blatant nature of our ambassadors campaigning for certain candidates. Many people have seen
that US free trade has resulted in more poverty in their
countries and more emigration out.
Another factor is citizens' desire to have more control
over their countries' natural resources and the profits
gained from them. Perhaps it's part of the struggle
against privatization of water and electricity that is required by the World Bank and International Monetary
Fund and the debts that have been pushed onto these
countries.
We saw what is happening in Nicaragua and Ecuador.
Can we learn anything to help us in our own struggles
here?

lots as well. Municipal employees, among others were
“volunteered” to be poll officials.
The candidate who garnered most votes in the primary
was Alvaro Noboa. Noboa, the richest man in Ecuador,
is notable for never paying taxes and mistreating his
workers. Despite his aura of corruption, the US ambassador actively supported him.
In November, Progressive candidate Rafael Correa won
the general election with the support the indigenous
Indian party and those on the left united in a campaign
to educate voters that an “x”ed or blank ballot was a
vote for Noboa. Correa has already vowed not to renew
the contract for the US naval base.

Join our developing world
Reality EcoTours
Venezeula, June 18-28, 2007
Cambodia & Laos, July 11-July 25, 2007
(optional 5 extra days in Vietnam)
South Africa in July, 2008
Ecuador in September 2008

Elections Ecuadorian Style

Non-Hilton adventures for ten flexible travelers who
want to see for themselves.. Tour cost tax dedu
Tours of Hope focusing on people: social, health and
economic development

In Ecuador voting is mandatory; it is considered a citizen’s responsibility to vote. To make voting easier,
Election Day is on a Sunday, with polls
open from 6:00 AM to 5:00 PM. All ballots are
counted, including “x”-ed and/or blank ballots.
The results of the October primary election were announced by next morning, with many accusations of
fraud initially. This election included ballots for President, Diputados (Congress), Party Central Committee
members, local councils, and in some places other bal-

Call odw for more info 408-379-4431. Attention
nurses: contact hours . University credit possible.

COME HOME ENERGIZED!
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Nicaraguan Election Update
As we wrote in our last issue of voices, our US ambassador campaigned vigorously against Daniel Ortega,
who was recently elected president of Nicaragua. His
support came mainly from the poor farmers, or campesinos, who turned out in great numbers and who feel
that only the Sandinistas have ever helped them. Ortega is now wealthy and has collaborated with the governing powers for the past sixteen years so we must
wait and see what he actually puts forward and is able
to accomplish. The US State Department is saying they
will talk with Ortega now!

the costs of horrific health problems with no insurance.

Globalization Ecuadorian Style
Ecuador, like most countries, struggles in today's corporate globalized world. 35% of its total national income
goes to paying the interest on the international debt
accrued under a dictator. 40% goes to the military
while only 3% goes to education. Little funding goes
to health, social security and other services. For instance, only the roads originally built by the oil companies are regularly maintained now by the government.

One of the hundreds of waste pits contaminating drinking water in rural Ecuador.
We also attended part of an important conference on
these issues, The People's Tribunal in Coca. The weekend conference was an opportunity for all the NGO’s
working on the crisis of the Amazon Basin and other
parts of the world to meet face to face to learn more
about what each group was doing. More importantly it
allowed the NGO's to meet and listen to the people affected by pollution: settlers as well as the indigenous
Shuar, Huaorani, Cofán and Kitchwa peoples.

The 2000 “dollarization” of the economy has markedly
raised the cost of living for poor people. Take, for a
typical example, a woman working at a small clothing
manufacturer, 40 hours a week with overtime which
she may not be paid for. Depending on the job and seniority she will earn between $200 and $300 each month.
With rent at least $200, utilities and water another $35,
what is left for food, transport, clothing, health care?

Listed here are some of the facts presented at the conference:
• 30 times more oil has been in the Amazon basin
than was spilled by the Exxon Valdez
• Over $6 billion in clean-up costs needed
• Five indigenous groups face extinction
• Child leukemia in the area is skyrocketing
• 30,000 residents drink contaminated water
• Over 600 unlined toxic waste pits remain
• Chevron is covering up the issue
• Criminal investigation of Chevron in Ecuador
and the USA is on-going
We took a six-hour “Toxitour” up into the rain forest to
see for ourselves and talk with the people living there.
No pond, creek or river was uncontaminated with oil!
We asked if the people were able to catch and drink
rainwater. No, because the gas flames we saw in the oil
facilities pollute the air resulting in acid rain. Since the
wells are also contaminated people won't have access

The indigenous people comprise the largest portion of
the population, but not the largest influence in government. The rest of the population are Spanish descendants, somewhat acculturated mestizo and a small percent of Afro-Ecuadorians.
Indigenous peoples have long suffered when outside
corporations harvested the rain forests in which they
made their home. This exploitation of their land and
way of life only worsened in 1967 when oil was discovered by there Texaco, now Chevron. Pollution
from oil extraction has cause many deaths, and major
health problems, especially cancer. On the odw EcoReality exploratory tour in 2006, we were fortunate to
meet people from the Amazonian Defense Coalition
working on the court case against Chevron in Lago Agrio. They do the scientific and legal work to try to gain
damages for tremendous losses of family members and
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to clean drinking water until a complete clean up takes
place. Chevron is doing nothing, escaping from its responsibility through the signing of a fraudulent remediation agreement with the government in the 1990s.
The government’s PetroEcuador is doing the best it can
with clean-ups of oil spills and polluted pits but the
work is long and the resources minimal.
We met people with rashes and ulcers from washing
with the polluted water, people who had stomach cancer, who had lost their livestock and family members.
How can the youth have any hope of a future when they
see this happening and their mothers having miscarriages, even animals having miscarriages. There is a
technology called reinjection that has been used in the
US since 1919 called reinjection that would avoid much Local men do what they can to clean up a river polluted
of the problem. Reinjection has been the law in Ecuador upstream by oil pollution from a ChevronTexaco facility.
since 1922 and we find it's non-enforcement obscene.
This is an impossible task until the oil is stopped from
flowing into the forest and rivers.
What Can We Do?
Call or write ChevronTexaco CEO David O’Reilly and
Vice Chair Peter Robertson
6001 Bollinger Canyon Rd,
The Indigenous Kichwa
San Ramon CA 94583
The indigenous people in the mountains of Otavalo
comment@chevron.com www.chevrontexaco.com
maintain their native culture in their Kichwa language
and handicrafts. Family members of all ages are
Tell them to:
involved in the craft making. Visiting their villages, we
1. Accept responsibility for cleanup of this disaster relearned that each village has its own specialty from
gardless of previous fraudulent releases
spinning, weaving, knitting, hat-making, embroidering,
2. Compensate the communities including funding
Shamanism, to tagua jewelry making. We had the honor
medical services and
of meeting three of the five master weavers in their 70’s
potable water
and 80’s who still weave on the ancient backstrap loom,
3. Provide full disclosure of the massive liability to
and use the old thistle carder to smooth the finished
their shareholders
weaving. This process yields very soft and waterproof
alpaca wool.
Find out more at these websites:
www.texacotoxico.org
In addition to handicrafts their economy is based on
cleanup@amazonwatch.org www.chevrontoxico.com
sustainable organic agriculture. Villagers grow corn
surrounded by fava and other beans, quinoa and lupine;
a method that requires no fertilizer or pesticides to yield
a healthy, nutritionally balanced harvest.
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The school has three teachers and several parent aides.
Each teacher has a couple of multi-level classes in
adjoining rooms. Only one teacher's salary is funded by
the government, common practice in rural areas with
one room school houses. A range of subjects is taught
including history, geography, science, cosmology,
Kichwa language and culture (every Monday and
Friday students wear their indigenous dress), Spanish
language, math, art, theater, dance, medicinal and
healing arts integrating other cultures: Tai Chi,
Moxibustion, Shiatsu, Aroma Therapy, etc. Adult
literacy classes reach out to the community.

An indigenous man demonstrates
the backstrap loom and thistle carder.
We saw many new homes and additions to old homes
under construction. Thus we learned a bit of history.
These villages, not the houses, have been around since
13,000 BC. After 40 years of Inca rule, the Spanish
came in 1535 giving large tracts of land to reward
loyalty, and feudalism, essentially share-cropping or
tenant farming, began. When the Pan American
Highway came fifteen years ago, tenant farming (with
60% of the harvest going to the landowner) was
outlawed as a breach of human rights. Landowners
won’t rent land now so the younger generation has no
place to build homes. The construction we observed
was parents building in hopes their young people can
buy land to farm later.

The children's artwork is prominent in this
classroom.
The students and staff maintain an organic vegetable
and medicinal plant garden and keep bees for honey.
The second graders we met were able to tell us which
plant to use for a stomach ache.
At lunch time a very delicious, nutritious meal was prepared by a parent. This is the only meal some of the
schools seventy students will eat all day. The children
take turns cleaning and setting up the tables and each
washes his own dishes, learning responsibility.

An Inspiration in Quito!
One energizing part of our Reality EcoTour in '07 will
be to revisit a bilingual, bi-cultural primary school in
Ecuador's capital. The school was founded by a couple,
active in the Indigenous Movement for Respect and
Justice, after they moved to a neighborhood in Quito
with a large, poor indigenous population. The children
greeted us in the way of the culture with a hug and kiss
on the cheek.

The seeds planted in the school are taking root. Their
graduates are doing very well in high school. One of
the preschool parent aides learned the pedagogy,
philosophy and cosmology so well that she opened a
preschool in another part of town and her graduates
come to this school!
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show it. All too often in American politics, throughout
our whole existence, it has been far too easy to try to
bomb and strafe our way out of a problem instead of
attempting to do the hard thing. This is as true today as
it has ever been.

Another Example of Real Development
More than twenty years ago Swedish Aid and Oxfam
US helped a small farm co-op produce Swedish style
cheese. The endeavor has been highly successfully and
the cheese is now sold in supermarkets all over
Ecuador. Three factors made a difference and can serve
as a model for other development projects.
• Start with a small initial investment
• Use local natural resources
• Emphasize training so that locals can do
everything including maintenance.

The "War on Terror" will not be won by armies, will not
be won through violence. The end of terrorism will
come when we, as a global community, choose to
eradicate the crushing poverty and despair that
dominate so much of this world, that drives the
economies of the elite nations by way of access to
cheap labor pools that have no rights.

Causes and Solution to Global Terrorism
After years of a devastating and unrealistic
“conventional wisdom” in Washington about the the
causes and solutions for terrorism, with the recent
ousting of the Republicans in Congress, there is a
growing discussion of the issue rooted in a hard look at
the facts. Below we reprint a editorial from Truthout,
an online media outlet, which refers a recent column in
the Washington Post. The Post column appears here in
an edited form.

The United States of America, if it chooses to, can lead
this frontal assault upon the real manufacturer of terrorism and terrorists. We can win this so-called war and
craft a world worthy of our best ideals and greatest
hopes.

President John Fitzgerald Kennedy, during his famous
speech at American University, spoke with timeless
eloquence of these possibilities. "What kind of peace do
I mean," said Kennedy, "and what kind of a peace do
we seek? Not a Pax Americana, enforced on the world
by American weapons of war. I am talking about
from www.truthout.org
genuine peace, the kind of peace that makes life on
earth worth living, and the kind that enables men and
Truthout Editor's Note:
It is in the report below that we find both the root cause, nations to grow, and to hope, and build a better life for
their children."
and the ultimate solution, to the phenomenon of global
terrorism.
"Not merely peace for Americans," he said, "but peace
for all men and women. Not merely peace in our time,
but peace in all time. For in the final analysis, our most
basic common link is that we all inhabit this small
planet. We all breathe the same air. We all cherish our
children's futures. And we are all mortal."

Despite all Bush administration hyperbole to the
contrary, the root causes of terrorism have little to do
with "enemies who hate freedom," or "enemies of
democracy," or even extremist fanatics pledged to a
7th-century interpretation of Islam. These are
symptoms, but not the disease.

We can do this, we can do all of this, if we choose to.
We have the resources, and no person living on this
The disease, simply, is poverty, and war, and unending Earth should question the will of this nation once it is
violence, and the absence of education or opportunity. It aroused to accomplish a goal. It can be done, but until
is in the desperate, scrabbling hopelessness of poverty
our leaders see this truth and bend our efforts toward
and despair that terrorism is birthed.
that goal, we will be trapped in an endless spiraling catastrophe of blood and revenge and hatred and desperaIt is the absence of options beyond a promised reward
tion. If we continue to attack the symptoms while ignorin the hereafter that builds the lines of volunteers
ing the disease, we will chisel our own doom onto the
seeking martyrdom, for if there is no hope in this life,
tablets of history. - wrp/TOD
why not seek the next life by stepping through the
crucible of a death-dealing suicide explosion?
A number of Bush administration officials are quoted in
this article, commenting upon the findings. If they
understand the truth of the matter, however, they do not
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The administration's updated counter-terrorism strategy,
set economic development in "failing states or states
emerging from conflict" as a key objective.
World Bank Lists Failing Nations That Can Breed
Global Terrorism

Official U.S. foreign assistance to the least developed
countries topped $27 billion in '05, twice the level
when Bush took office, [making US assistance] first in
(Edited for this newsletter)
absolute dollars, although Washington [assistance]
remains at the bottom as a percentage of gross national
By Karen De Young
product. The United States also scores high in the
The Washington Post
percentage of aid on security(military training and
Friday 15 September 2006
weapons, Ed.), trade and food supplies (free trade
agreements including genetically modified food,
"Fragile" countries, whose deepening poverty puts them privatization, Ed.) rather than on more traditional forms
at risk from terrorism, armed conflict and epidemic
of development efforts.
disease, have jumped to 26 from 17 since the [World
Bank] report was last issued in 2003. Five states
The administration is increasingly directing assistance
graduated off the list, but 14 made new appearances,
toward governments judged heading in a positive
including Nigeria and seven other African countries,
direction in terms of institutional and economic
Kosovo, Cambodia, East Timor, and the West Bank and development and U.S. security interests. (Democracy,
Gaza. Twelve states, including Afghanistan, Somalia
market economy and strong military, Ed.)
and Sudan, made both lists.
In '02, the World Bank expanded assistance to fragile
"Past international engagement with these countries has states, increasing its lending by 67%, to $4.1 billion,
failed to yield significant improvements," said the
between '03 and '05. Lessons learned in the process:
assessment released by the World Bank's Independent
• In several countries, too much aid or too little.
Evaluation Group, reporting to the bank's board of
Nearly $200 per capita for East Timor to $15 per
directors.
capita for Central African Republic. An influx of
aid was not matched by a domestic reform agenda
Hurdles facing "failed" or "failing" states, include
that would allow the country to adequately utilize
"weak security, fractured societal relations, corruption,
it.
breakdown in the rule of law, lack of mechanisms for
• Donors demanded too many reforms, too quickly.
generating legitimate power and authority" and limited
In Afghanistan, the report said, "donor reforms
investment resources to meet basic needs.
have not been selective enough and have led to
120 pieces of legislation."
To avoid "adverse spillover effects - such as conflict,
• Donors sometimes disagreed over goals of
terrorism and epidemic diseases - the international
overlapping aid programs, making it "difficult to
community and the Bank need to find more effective
achieve policy coherence" in recipient countries.
ways" of assisting them, it said.
"In Afghanistan, for example, the Ministry of
Finance received assistance for customs
The Bush administration sees failing states as a major
modernization from the Bank, USAID, the
threat to U.S. security. "The danger they pose is now
European Union" and Britain's development aid
unparalleled," Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice
program
wrote The Washington Post.
•
"Weak and failing states," Rice said, "serve as global
pathways that facilitate the spread of pandemics, the
movement of criminals and terrorists, and the
proliferation of the world's most dangerous weapons."

odw Editors Note:
None of this aid has resulted in lowering the poverty
rate, a stated goal of the World Bank, IMF, and international donors, because none of it goes to poor people
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odw funding allowed 2 young people from Kyrgyzstan
to attend a volunteer work camp in France. These
students worked together with other young people on
work projects and were given a good look at life outside
their isolated central Asian country. One of them, Said
Abdullah wrote “this time allowed [him]to learn about
birds and other people...” Such travel broadens the
world for Kyrgyz who would not be able to afford this
kind of experience on their own.

for aid or their own development programs. Loans increase poverty because the interest must be paid first
before education or health budgets may be funded.
Thank you! Gracias!! Tak!!!
Often our thoughts turn to all those whose support
makes odw possible, donations received and coming.
voices was merely a calendar letter until 200 when
Marilyn Peretti formatted, professionalized and edited
it. In 2004 George Clark took over and today Wynne
Hegarty carries on.

odw is convinced that contact between people of
different nations benefits all of us and that this kind of
travel by young people opens their eyes to how others
live. (Donations to odw scholarship fund for youth you
know or others is tax deductible.)

Betty Ortez was our regular Wednesday volunteer for
years, doing whatever needed doing. We sorely miss
her. Do you have two or three hours a week to help us?
We also really need a volunteer with marketing
expertise to help us market our Reality EcoTours.

Susan Sylvan, an odw board member and recent Peace
Corps volunteer in Kyrgyzstan, has initiated projects
there that odw has raised funds for including books and
a university scholarship for a youth whose father was
killed. Donations for her ceramic god/goddess good
wishes urns helped fund this project. There will be
more in the middle of next year.

Hearty thanks to our regular mailers: Arlene Lightfoot,
John Wytmans, Stan Seaberg,
Jackie and Ells Welch, and our other mailing helpers.
We appreciate Jeff at West Valley College West Valley
Design who connected us with Steve Contreras and his
great team who designed our website and then to Meiyu
Chen who reworked the design and updates it! Without
Mike (and Sonja) Cook we'd never be able to make it in
the computer age! And Catherine Curtis keeps trying!
A huge THANKS to all the sponsors of the Naledi
Angel Doll in Lyn Collyer's honor, whose South Africa
friends and colleagues enrich our tours. Thanks to
Bellarmine Moms we sent travel money for a dying
HIV+dollmaker, Mpumi ro vist her family. And because
of the generosity of many from Lyn's Cambrian Park
Methodist Church we sent sponsorships for all the dolls
made to help sustain the HIV+ dollmakers and give
dolls to the HIV+ children who have never had a doll of
their own.
odw Projects Expand the
World for Krygyz Youth
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Join Us! odw potlucks

Coming Soon: A New Home for
odw's Teacher Resource Library

Sunday, 1/21/07, 5:30 PM
Eyewitness in Oaxaca: Peggy Law Reports

We are pleased to announce that since the Santa
Clara County Office of Education has expanded
its hours to include Thursday evenings and one
Saturday each month, it will be the new home for
our teacher resource collection.

Sunday 4/15 Paul Robeson's Birthday with a
30 minutes DVD tribute with Sidney Poitier
13004 Paseo Presada, Saratoga
info at: 408-379-4431 or

The County Office library will take the collection
this summer and it will be cataloged by this fall.
We will continue to give seminars in connection
with the resources for university education
classes and in-services for schools. These will
now take place at the County Office.

odw@magliclink.net
Sunday 2/11/07, 2:00 PM
odw Great Decisions Program on Children:
Child Labor, Child Health, Child Trafficking,
Education
Congregational Church, Murphys, CA
info at: 408-379-4431 or
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

We are very pleased to know that this collection
will continue to bring the world into classrooms
for generations to come.
We are now asking $10 per year from our
readers to support the publishing and
broader circulation of this newsletter.
Thank you.

Invite us to do a program for your group.
Possible topics include:
•
Ecuador: Struggles and Hope
The ongoing sage of the Texaco/Chevron Oil
pollution, Update on the election.
•
Learning from South Africa
•
The Water Story:
From Stockholm to Vietnam to Nicaragua
•
Privatization: Case Study Nicaraguan Electricity
•
International Debt: Who Owes Whom?
•
Poverty Reduction: Dream or Possibility?
* And the topics above

Moving? Don't miss an issue of Voices.
Please notify us of your new address.

Non-Profit Org.
U.S. Postage
PAID
Saratoga, CA
Permit No. 208

our developing world
13004 Paseo Presada, Saratoga, CA 95970
Address Service Requested
a non-profit educational project teaching about developing
countries and diverse cultures through:

*Local Lending Resource Library: hands-on material, original primary
sources, visuals & k-12 ready to use/copy lessons,etc

TIME VALUE MATERIAL

*Teacher Staff Development * Presentations in the Community
*Study Tours * Videos, posters & simulations for purchase
Co-Directors: Barby & Vic Ulmer (tel) 408-379-4431, (fax) 408-376-0755
odw@magiclink.net, website http://www.magiclink.net/~odw
Midwest Representative: Marilyn Peretti Editor: Wynne Hegarty
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